Abstract-Skin and proximity effects in single-or multi-conductor systems can notoriously affect the AC resistance in conductors intended for electrical power transmission and distribution systems and for electronic devices. This increase of the AC resistance raises power loss and limits the conductors' currentcarrying capacity, being an important design parameter. There are some internationally recognized exact and approximated formulas to calculate the AC resistance of conductors, whose accuracy and applicability is evaluated in this paper. However, since these formulas can be applied under a wide range of configurations and operating conditions, it is necessary to evaluate the applicability of these models. This is done by comparing the results that they provide with experimental data and finite element method (FEM) simulation results. The results provided show that FEM results are very accurate and more general than those provided by the formulas, since FEM models can be applied to a wide range of conductors' configurations and electrical frequencies.
INTRODUCTION
It is well-known that although the current density distribution in homogeneous conductors supplied with direct current (DC) is uniform, when dealing with conductors under alternating current (AC) supply, their current density is often not uniform throughout the cross-section because of the skin and proximity effects [1, 2, 3] . At high frequencies the current tends to be concentrated towards the periphery of the conductor [4] , thus increasing the AC resistance and power loss in the conductor [5] . The AC resistance is an important design parameter in conductors, since it allows estimating their current carrying-capacity or ampacity and operating temperature [6, 7] . Therefore, the calculation of the eddy currents effects and especially the AC resistance is of paramount importance [8] .
There are both exact and simplified formulas to calculate the AC resistance in conductors which are analyzed in this paper. However, analytical exact formulas are limited to a reduced number of conductors geometries and configurations [2] since they lead to challenging mathematical complications even for simple geometries [9] , whereas the internationally recognized formula found in the IEC 60287-1-1 standard [10] cannot take into account some effects such as some cross-sectional geometries, multi-conductor systems with specific current distributions and/or asymmetric configurations, multiple configurations of multi-phase conductors close each other, unbalanced multi-phase conductor systems or extended frequency ranges. Contrarily, numerical methods specially conceived to deal with such type of problems tend to be more flexible, allowing to deal with multi-conductor systems and with a wider range of cross-sections and frequencies [11] . Specifically, the finite element method (FEM) is well suited for this application since it has been proven to provide accurate solutions for calculating power losses in power conductors, inductors and transformer windings [12] [13] [14] . In this paper some of the formulas found in the technical bibliography are analyzed for different conductors' configurations and their accuracy is compared with experimental data and results provided by FEM simulations. It is worth noting that regardless the importance of the practical consequences of the AC resistance in conductors, there are virtually no published technical works analyzing the accuracy of such formulas to calculate the AC resistance for different configurations, so this paper makes a contribution in this area. This paper also shows that FEM simulations offer simplicity and flexibility to analyze skin and proximity effects in single-and multi-conductor systems with different crosssectional shapes.
AC RESISTANCE OF AN ISOLATED INFINITELY LONG RECTILINEAR CONDUCTOR
The current density within an isolated conductor carrying an AC current is largest near the conductor surface and decreases towards its center [4] due to the skin effect. This effect is produced by the eddy currents induced by the magnetic field generated by the alternating current. The eddy currents tend to partially cancel out the AC current in the center of the conductor while reinforcing the AC current in the periphery or skin of the conductor. Therefore the current density is concentrated in the outer layers of the conductor, thus reducing the effective cross-section of the conductor and increasing its effective or AC resistance. This effect generates important practical consequences [15] , such as a temperature rise, thus limiting the conductor ampacity. The skin effect becomes especially important for large conductors sections or at higher supply frequencies [16] , where the skin depth  is smaller. The skin depth in a conductor is calculated as,
f being the supply frequency, σ the electrical conductivity, μ r the relative permeability of the material and μ 0 the free space permeability. From (1) it is obvious that the skin depth diminishes for increasing values of f, μ r and σ.
The R ac /R dc resistance ratio is often calculated as an indicator of the change in the AC resistance of a conductor. To evaluate this ratio in a conductor, it is first necessary to determine the conductor DC resistance, which is determined as [10] ,
T being the operating temperature and ρ 20 = 1/ 20 the resistivity measured at T 0 = 20 °C, α 20 the temperature coefficient at 20 °C and S the cross-section of the conductor.
This paper assumes straight and infinitely long conductors with both uniform cross section and uniform nonmagnetic material properties.
Round solid conductor
Round solid conductors are widely applied in many applications including bus bars, grounding systems, power systems and in electronics and communication devices [15] among others.
In the case of an isolated infinite long solid conductor with circular cross-section there is an internationally recognized formula that provides an exact solution of the AC resistance [4, 5] based on the zero-order Kelvin functions of first kind,
, ber and bei being, respectively, the real and imaginary parts of the zero-order Kelvin functions of first kind, and ber' and bei' their derivatives. The real and imaginary parts of the n-order Kelvin functions of first kind and their derivatives are as follows [17] ,
By carefully analyzing (3), one can observe that the series expansions in (4)- (7) can produce an arithmetic overflow of the computer capacity for large q values.
Since equation (3) is not straightforward to apply, in the technical literature one can find different approximate formulas derived from (3), such as the one derived by Al-Asadi et al. [4] ,
where r is the conductor radius.
The most widely applied approximated formula to calculate the AC resistance is probably the one found in the IEC 60287-1-1 international standard [10] , which calculates the AC resistance from the DC resistance as,
The skin effect factor y s is calculated as, 
and K s = 1 in the case of a solid round conductor. However, according to [10] , to obtain accurate results (9) is only applicable when x s ≤ 2.8.
Tubular round conductor
When dealing with solid conductors with large cross-sections, the skin effect can be very important even at power frequency, thus significantly increasing its AC resistance, voltage drop and power loss. Therefore tubular conductors can partially reduce these drawbacks, while optimizing conductor weight and cost. The applications of tubular conductors are found in outdoors substation busbars, MRI devices, particle accelerators or induction furnaces among others.
There is an exact solution for the AC resistance of an insulated infinitely long round circular conductor based on the zero-order Kelvin functions of first kind (ber, bei) and second kind (ker, kei) and their derivatives (ber',bei' and ker', kei') [2] ,
r 1 and r 2 being, respectively, the inside and outside radius of the tubular conductor,
. The real and imaginary parts of the n-order Kelvin functions of second kind, ker(n,x) and kei(n,x) respectively, and their derivatives have the series expansion given by,
Ψ being the digamma function, which for positive integer numbers can be calculated as,
The approximated formula of the IEC 60287-1-1 standard [10] also provides a solution for tubular round conductors. In this case the factor K s in (11) must be calculated as,
AC RESISTANCE OF PARALLEL INFINITELLY LONG RECTILINEAR CONDUCTORS
When two or more conductors are close each other, the AC magnetic field generated by each one affects the neighboring conductors, thus inducing eddy currents in such conductors. As a consequence, the electric current distribution within the conductors will change when compared with that of an isolated conductor.
This phenomenon is known as proximity effect, and jointly with the skin effect increases both the AC resistance and power loss of the conductor since the current is confined within a region of the conductor cross-section.
Arnold [18] suggested an approximate formula to calculate the AC to DC resistance ratio of two parallel conductors of circular cross-section carrying currents of opposite polarity,
where
is the ratio between the conductors' diameter and the spacing between conductors' axes,
and the coefficients of (19) are as follows, 
However, strictly speaking, (19) 
isn't an exact formula since coefficients F(x), G(x), A(x) and B(x) rely
on the values tabulated in Table 1 . Due to the inherent difficulty in applying (19) , different approximations are used, among them highlighting the one suggested in the IEC 60287-1-1 standard [10] , which is an extension of (9),
Table 1 Values of coefficients F(x), G(x), A(x) and B(x)
where the proximity effect factor y p for two-core cables or for two single-core cables is calculated as, In the case of three parallel conductors carrying three-phase currents, the IEC 60287-1-1 standard suggests calculating the proximity effect factor y p as,
The IEC 60287-1-1 standard recommends using s as the distance between conductors' axes when the three conductors are equally spaced and s = (s 1 ·s 2 ) 1/2 when the spacing between adjacent phases is not equal.
THE FEM MODEL
In this paper two-dimensional FEM models are applied since they are available, flexible, fast and easy to apply. FEM models can also deal with more complex geometries that those analyzed in this paper and provide very accurate solutions, even when analyzing problems with uneven current distributions due to eddy currents effects [19, 20] . In addition, FEM models of conductors can deal with almost any crosssection shape. This paper deals with the free license two-dimensional FEMM package [21] , which has been used since it is suitable for this application.
When dealing with time-harmonic problems, eddy currents may be induced in conductive regions. The constitutive relationship between the electric field intensity E and the current density J is,
In addition the magnetic flux density B and the magnetic vector potential A are related by,
The magnetic vector potential is selected with zero divergence, that is, 0  A .
The induced electric field is governed by the equation,
By merging (30) and (31) it results,
In the case of 2-D problems, (32) can be integrated, resulting in,
So, (29) leads to,
Under the quasi-static approximation, that is, when the problem dimensions are small compared with the associated electromagnetic wavelength, the displacement current can be neglected [22] , thus resulting in,
By replacing (30) into (35) it results,
can be rewritten as,
By replacing (34) into (37) and considering a source current density term J s, it results,
It is worth noting that FEMM solves (38) when the field oscillates at a given predetermined frequency.
FEMM uses the vector potential formulation since once A has been calculated, by differentiating the vector potential both fields B and H can be calculated.
All conductors' configurations studied in Section 5 have been analyzed by means of a two-dimensional FEM model that applies a circular air boundary far enough from the conductors, with a Dirichlet boundary condition that imposes the vector potential A to be zero at the outer circular perimeter. Note that the solutions provided by the FEM simulations done in this paper are very fast since they have a low computational burden, so this method is very appealing to solve the problems under study.
FEM models deal with discretized complex geometric domains which must be divided into small elements by applying suitable mesh generation methods. For this purpose a variable number of triangular elements is considered in each model, which depends on both the dimensions of conductor and the frequency analyzed. Fig. 1 shows the mesh and the boundary conditions when analyzing two parallel rectilinear solid round conductors. 
RESULTS
This section compares the results of different conductors' configurations provided by the formulas described in Section 4 with those obtained by means of FEM simulations and experimental data found in internationally recognized publications [23] [24] [25] .
AC resistance of an isolated solid round conductor
The calculation of the R ac /R dc resistance ratio of insulated solid round conductors has been of great interest during the last century. There are some internationally recognized experimental works [23, 24] whose values are analyzed in this section. These experimental results are compared with the results provided by FEM simulations, the exact equation (3), and the approximations from Al-Asadi et al. and the IEC 60287-1-1 standard, given in (8) and (9), respectively. First, the experimental data published in [23] for a 1212 mm 2 copper round conductor in the 0-100 Hz frequency range are compared with those provided by the exact and approximated formulas (3), (8) and (9) and FEM simulations. All these data are summarized in Table 2 . Note that average relative errors shown in the following tables are calculated with respect to the measured values. Table 2 show that both the exact formula and FEM simulations produce virtually the same results, whereas the error of the approximated method proposed by the IEC 60287-1-1 raises when the frequency increases. For example, at 50 Hz the relative error with respect the exact formula is about 0.2% whereas at 100 Hz is about 2.7%. Contrarily, the accuracy of (8) increases with rising values of the frequency. Table 3 compares experimental results of the R ac /R dc resistance ratio presented in [24] for an AWG-12 copper round conductor in the range 0-100 kHz with those provided by formulas (3), (8), (9) and FEM simulations. The important effect that the frequency plays in the skin effect is clearly shown in the results summarized in Table 3 . They also show that when dealing with the AWG-12 copper conductor, the formula suggested by the IEC 60287-1-1 standard becomes less accurate for frequencies above 16 kHz, since x s > 2.8. (9) is inaccurate Note that the R ac /R dc values for the last three frequencies shown in Table 3 are not given in [24] , so the error calculation does not take into account the last three frequencies.
AC resistance of an isolated tubular round conductor
As explained, round tubular conductors are applied in a large number of applications involving a wide interval of frequencies. In this section experimental results of a tubular copper conductor with r 1 = 0.945 mm and r 2 = 1.590 mm presented in [24] are compared with those provided by the exact formula (12) and the approximated formula (9) suggested by the IEC 60287-1-1 standard and FEM simulations. These results are summarized in Table 4 . Table 3 , the R ac /R dc values for the last three frequencies shown in Table 4 are not given in [24] , so the error calculation does not take into account the last three frequencies.
Once again, both FEM simulations and the exact formula produce almost the same results to the third decimal place and the error of the simple IEC 60287-1-1 formula grows with increasing frequency values.
For example, at 10 kHz the relative error with respect the exact formula is about 0.5% whereas at 500 kHz it is about 54.7%. In addition, for frequencies above 500 kHz, the exact formula (12) produces an arithmetic overflow of the computer capacity, so it cannot predict the AC to DC resistance ratio. This effect is well described in the technical literature [26] . When increasing the diameter of the conductor, this overflow problem will arise at lower frequencies. Therefore, it is concluded that the FEM model can accurately predict the R ac /R dc ratio under a wide variety of conditions.
AC resistance ratio of two parallel round solid conductors
In the case of two neighboring rectilinear parallel conductors, the AC magnetic field generated by each one induces eddy currents in the other, thus the electric current distribution within the conductors is altered. This is the proximity effect, which jointly with the skin effect can severely increase the AC resistance in both conductors. It is worth noting that formulas (19) and (25) can only deal with conductors carrying AC currents with opposite polarity, whereas FEM simulations can deal with both, currents of the same and opposite polarity. This section compares the results for two parallel conductors carrying opposite AC currents provided by the approximated formulas (19) and (25) with those outputted by the FEM model and experimental measurements from [18] . Table 5 summarizes the results of such formulas for two AWG-0000 parallel solid round conductors with diameter 11.68 mm diameter carrying currents of opposite polarity. The R ac /R dc values for the last three frequencies shown in Table 5 are not given in [18] .
Results shown in Table 5 prove that results from both FEM simulations and Arnold's formula (25) produce very close results, which are very similar to the experimental ones. However, the inaccuracy of the IEC 60287-1-1 formula grows with increasing frequency values. For example, when the conductors are spaced 32.56 mm, at 25 Hz the relative error with respect the Arnold's formula is about 0.3% whereas at 50
Hz and 600 Hz it is about 6.0% and 20.1%, respectively. However, Arnold's formula is difficult to apply when compared with the one suggested by the IEC 60287-1-1 standard.
Results presented in Table 5 assume that the two conductors carry currents of opposite polarity.
However, when dealing with conductors carrying currents of the same polarity the results can change significantly, as shown in Table 6 . Results summarized in Table 6 show that the resistance ratio increases when decreasing the spacing between conductors' axes, due to the combination of both skin and proximity effects, thus increasing power losses in conductors. Results in Table 6 also prove that the resistance ratio is higher in conductors carrying current of different polarity than in conductors carrying currents of the same polarity. This is because when the two conductors carry currents of opposite polarity, the current density is concentrated in the conductors' sides closer to the other conductor, and this effect is enhanced when the conductors are very near each other. When dealing with conductors carrying currents of the same polarity, the current density is concentrated in the regions farthest away from both conductors, so the current density and thus the resistance ratio are less affected by the distance between conductors. Table 6 also shows that when the two parallel conductors are spaced enough, the resistance ratio tends to that of a single isolated conductor which is 4.09 at 1000 Hz for a copper conductor with a radius of 16 mm.
AC resistance ratio of three parallel round solid conductors carrying three-phase currents
In the case of three neighboring rectilinear parallel conductors carrying three phase currents, both proximity and skin effects can severely increase the AC resistance of the conductors. Although there isn't an exact formula for this geometry, the IEC 60287-1-1 standard [10] provides an approximate formula to calculate the R ac /R dc resistance ratio for this configuration. This section compares the results for three parallel conductors carrying three-phase AC currents provided by the approximated formula (25) with those outputted by the FEM model. Table 7 summarizes the results attained for three parallel solid round copper conductors with radius 10 mm and spaced 25 mm between axes, arranged in a triangular formation and carrying three-phase balanced currents. Table 7 indicate that for the considered triangular formation, the results provided by the IEC formula and FEM simulations are very close for frequencies up to 200 Hz, however for frequencies above 200 Hz the IEC approximate formula becomes inaccurate.
AC resistance of two parallel round tubular conductors
In this section the AC resistance of two neighboring parallel tubular conductors is evaluated. To this end, experimental results of two parallel tubular conductors with r 1 = 4.74 mm and r 2 = 6.33 mm published in [25] are compared with those provided by the approximated formula (25) suggested by the IEC 60287-1-1 standard and FEM simulations. These results are shown in Table 8 . Table 8 prove that results from both FEM simulations are quite similar to the experimental ones. However, the inaccuracy of the IEC 60287-1-1 formula grows when increasing the frequency, especially when both conductors are very close each other, since the proximity effect is more pronounced.
Results presented in Table 8 assume that the two conductors carry currents of opposite polarity.
However, when dealing with conductors carrying currents of the same polarity the results can change significantly, as proved in Table 9 , which show the important effect of the polarity, especially when both conductors are very close each other. 
